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Reach 
Teach 
Inspire 
Persuade 
Spur Action 
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For far too many of our students, higher education takes too long, costs 
too much and graduates too few. 
 
Structural barriers  stand in the way of student success, preventing them 
from reaching key first-year benchmarks and building the momentum 
needed to earn a credential. 
 
There are hundreds of things we can do for students, but we know that 
there are a handful of strategies achieving remarkable results all across 
the country. 
 
Building clear Momentum Pathways, utilizing the Game Changers, 
ensures students reach milestones that lead to graduation. 

Key Messages 











•  Video is projected to claim more than 80% of all web traffic by 2019. 

•  Adding a video to marketing emails can boost click-through rates by 200-300%. 

•  Embedding videos in landing pages can increase conversion rates by 80%. 

•  90% of customers report that product videos help them make purchasing decisions. 

•  According to YouTube, mobile video consumption grows by 100% every year. 

•  64% of customers are more likely to buy a product online after watching a video about it. 

•  87% of online marketers are currently using video content in their digital marketing strategies. 

•  A third of all the time people spend online is dedicated to watching videos. 

•  Video ads now account for more than 35% of all ad spending online. 

•  59% of company decision makers would rather watch a video than read an article or blog post. 

•  Digital marketing expert James McQuivey estimates that a single minute of video content is 
the equivalent of 1.8 million words. 

Why video? 



Grad Rate, Four-Year Colleges 



Grad Rate, Community Colleges 

•  Subtitle 



Grad Rate, Community Colleges 

Typical Faculty Grade Book 



 
But – who are they? 



Carlos 



 Barbara 



Jaklin 



Monique 



Tyrone 



No Greater Odds Trailer  



“The world is a set of stories 
from which we choose, 

and thus constantly 
recreate, 
our lives.” 

  
- Walter Fisher 

The Power of Stories: The  Narrative Paradigm 
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The Great Storyteller 
 



 
Are these students unique? 

The Challenges.  The Barriers.  The Obstacles. 

 
The Data Analysis  



• Low Persistence Rates Leading to Low Graduation Rates 
 
• Students Not Completing Gateway Math & English Early (or at all) 
 
• Accumulation of Excess Credits 
 
• For Those That Do Complete, The Time to Degree is too Long 
 
• Excessive Student Debt 

Challenges: Quantitative Outcomes 



When We Asked Students Why They Got Off track… 

• Never on a “track” to begin with 
• Lack of “on time” academic advising 
• Do not understand course pre-requisites 
• Do not understand course sequencing 
• Do not have a connection to someone at the college 
• Required courses are not available at right time 
• Students change majors (multiple times) 
• Catalogs are difficult to comprehend 



Why Do We Do This Work? 

Tell Their Stories 

Focus On Student Names…Not Student Numbers 
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